
VideoCentric’s Solutions for Microsoft combat the challenges of interoperable 
 communications with your Microsoft UC Environment. Our interconnect  solutions enable 

organisations to professionally collaborate both internally and externally, between the 
meeting rooms, desktops, laptops and mobile devices. 

Utilise both the fantastic features of your Microsoft UC platform 
 alongside the world-leading communications solutions for the  meeting 
room, whilst ensuring everyone can communicate -  whoever,  wherever 
and however they choose. 

Combat the limitations on telephony features, standards-based  interoperability, 
hands-free audio quality, federation and multipoint video  layouts, whilst 
 i mproving the quality of communications in your meeting spaces.

Allow your customers, suppliers, agents and your mobile workforce using 
non-Microsoft technologies to   communicate with your staff. Meet in a 
multi-standards Cloud meeting room that works with everything. 

Phase in your deployment to avoid an “big bang” disruption and eliminate 
the risks associated with a full on-premise switch over. Phase-in  features to 
encourage user adoption. 

S4B/O365 deployment, SD-WAN, broadband, wireless, security,  analytics 
and performance services all available. Ensure a fully planned,  expertly 
delivered and long-term high performance communications plat form. 



Devices for direct integration enable Microsoft to be deployed in the  meeting 
room, huddle room, boardroom and executive suite.  Enterprise-grade video, 
voice and collaboration experiences in every room.  A range of solutions and 
technologies for both Skype for Business and Teams. 

Ensure seamless communication with existing investments,  partners, 
 customers and clients. Enable Teams and Skype for Business to talk   together 
too. Our solutions will remove islands of  interoperability allowing your 
 Microsoft environment to communicate with the rest of the world. 

HD-Voice solutions and  innovative audio technologies from vendors such 
as Plantronics (Polycom) deliver the ultimate audio clarity and advanced 
echo cancellation, overcoming the shortfalls of PC-based technologies in 
the meeting room. 

Get your network backbone right with wireless audits, fibre broadband, 
SD-WAN and firewall management. Deploy Skype for Business with 
 assistance from Microsoft Gold Certified  solution architects, consultants, 
engineers and technicians. 

Enhanced features for professional video collaboration including large 
 multipoint conferences and improved conference layouts such as 
 continuous presence, touch controllers, calendar integration and  innovative 
camera tracking solutions. 

Tell me more...

Microsoft 
in the Meeting Room

Full interoperability

Enhanced features

Extreme Audio & Echo 
Cancellation

Security, network & design

For organisations looking to add Teams connectivity or Skype for Business to the meeting room, enhance 
interoperability and improve their Microsoft Communications deployment with high quality Video, Audio 

and Data  communications in the cloud,  VideoCentric’s Microsoft Solutions make it possible. 
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Get in touch with VideoCentric today.
www.videocentric.co.uk   |   0118 9798910   |    sales@videocentric.co.uk


